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ABSTRACT†‡ 
We developed priority-aligned flow control between the queuing system and the radio for IP-

based telemetry systems. The approach provides the unified flow control across all nodes and 
traffic classes in telemetry links to better regulate bandwidth usage without creating oscillations. 
It combines multiple features: Volume-based flow control ensures consistency between a traffic 
queue’s drain rate and the TDMA slot allocations for this queue. The allocations are translated 
into the number of packets to be sent to the radio from the router for each QoS class and test 
mission. In the case of iNET, the necessary capacity allocations are provided by the Link 
Manager on the ground. Fine-grained queue management allows flow control algorithms to 
adjust dynamically multiple parameters at the Traffic Engineering Queues as needed. Router–
radio interface enhances the existing IETF standard Data Link Exchange Protocol (DLEP) to 
provide the signaling required for our solution. We defined the queue throughput shortage as the 
key evaluation metric. Our approach performed significantly better in comparison with the 
coarse-grained queue control available in Linux kernel. When averaged across links/queues, the 
reduction was 2–6% and 4–28% for high (8Mbps) and low (1Mbps) channel capacities, 
respectively. When averaged across multiple channel capacities, the maximum per-queue 
shortage was reduced from 47% to 4.5%. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In modern IP-based telemetry systems, application traffic (e.g., telemetry data) is typically 

buffered at a telemetry node before being sent to the local radio for an over-the-air transmission 
to a destination telemetry station (Figure 1). This buffering occurs in a queuing system that can 
be physically realized either on the telemetry node itself or on an attached commercial router. 

A critical technology gap is the lack of advanced flow control capability of traffic flowing 
from the queuing system to the radio, both for the aggregate traffic and for individual queues / 
traffic classes. In the case of a tightly integrated telemetry node, where logical representations of 
radio interfaces are available on the box just like the Ethernet interfaces and a queuing structure 
is formed over them, basic flow control is typically provided by the OS kernel. Such flow control 
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should work fine for aggregate traffic, but it is difficult to optimize for individual queues or 
traffic classes due to a lack of priority-aware back pressure. The behavior of the queuing system 
determined by the locally configured queue priorities and data rates may not necessarily adhere 
to the optimal capacity allocations across multiple nodes competing for wireless resources. 

The gap is even wider in a loosely coupled node, 
where the queuing system is physically realized on the 
box (i.e., Cisco router) external to the radio. Here flow 
control needs to be added to the telemetry system for 
both the aggregate traffic and the individual 
queues/classes together. The supporting signaling also 
must be implemented in the system. In the absence of 
a flow control capability, the radio manufacturers must 
provide large data buffers to cope with bursty traffic, 
e.g., H.264 encoded video stream I-frames. This in 
turn places additional burden on the radio equipment. 
Furthermore, if the radio transmits data at a slower rate 
than supplied from the queues, lower priority traffic 
will cause higher-priority packet drops at the radio 
interface. This effect occurs because the radio is 
unaware of the priorities defined at the queuing system 
and drops packets according to its own criteria. 

This problem is exacerbated when capacity 
available to a particular traffic class and/or neighbor at 
the RF link varies with the changing TDMA slots or 
due to physical phenomena like multipath interference 
and rain fade. It is also likely that link quality and 
bandwidth varies with respect to the type of traffic 

being sent and, for a given traffic queue, depends on which node in a telemetry network is the 
current traffic destination. If flow control mechanisms are not coupled with dynamic slot 
assignment, global “priority-inversion” may occur, i.e., nodes with lower priority traffic will use 
more link resources than the ones with higher priority traffic. 

eDLEP (enhancing Dynamic Link Exchange Protocol for iNET) is a T&E/S&T program that 
addresses the above technology gap by developing priority-aligned flow control algorithms and 
signaling for IP-based telemetry systems. The unique features of our solution include: 

Flow control schemes: Our design allows flow control algorithms to work equally well with 
both custom signaling protocols and router–radio protocols based on IETF standards. The main 
innovation is the volume-based flow control that gets direct inputs from the centralized TDMA 
controller. It is then able to translate the TDMA slot allocations per traffic priority/queue directly 
into the number of packets to be sent to the radio from the router for each QoS class and test 
mission. This approach allows optimal control of the amount of data transmitted over the RF link 
across all missions and traffic classes. 

Fine-grained queue management: To provide QoS fairness down to the traffic class level, 
our solution provides a mechanism that allows flow control algorithms to dynamically adjust 
multiple parameters at the Traffic Engineering (TE) Queues as needed. These parameters include 
the number of credits, the rates, and/or the traffic volume for each queue. In particular, flow 
control algorithms leverage slot allocation produced by the TDMA controller for the purpose of 

 
Figure 1: Need for flow control in IP-

based telemetry 
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volume-based flow control, a novel feature that is not supported by any known flow control 
schemes. 

Router–radio interface: To provide the associated signaling required for our solution, we 
enhanced the existing IETF standard Data Link Exchange Protocol (DLEP) [1]. The resulting 
enhanced protocol (eDLEP) handles multiple traffic priorities across various radio technologies 
and commercial routers, so that messaging between the radio and router can be translated to 
standard control knobs. As a result, signaling to realize flow control schemes can be 
implemented independently by different radios/routers/data collection devices to ensure 
interoperability. The eDLEP protocol provides relevant information from the router/queuing 
system (e.g., router queue depth, traffic volume) to the radio so that the radio can perform better 
priority-aware TDMA scheduling. It also signals information from the radio to the queuing 
system to realize flow control such as radio data rate and congestion level per traffic class. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the application of the 
eDLEP approach to iNET. The proposed flow control algorithms are outlined in Section III. 
Performance evaluation study is presented in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper. 

II. APPLICATION TO INET 
iNET [1] is a multiple-access telemetry network in which an RF-link is shared across 

geographically dispersed nodes. Within an iNET Telemetry Network System (Figure 2), the 
Radio Access Network (RAN) segment includes Radio Element (RE), Link Manager (LM) 
[3][4], iNET System Manager (including RF Network Management), and Queue Manager (QM). 
Allocating capacity amongst nodes to achieve QoS guarantee over a multitude of traffic and 
mission priority levels is accomplished by the LM [5]. The LM obtains per-mission/per-QoS 
class traffic demand and queue status from participating nodes or Test Articles (TAs). Based on 
these inputs, it runs a capacity allocation algorithm and generates transmission opportunity 
(TxOps) windows (i.e., TDMA slots) per QoS class per mission. 

Current iNET assumes a 
tight control architecture: 
radios and TE queues are co-
located.  Therefore, logical 
representations of radio 
interfaces are available on the 
same physical box just like 
Ethernet interfaces and the TE 
queuing structure is formed 
over these interfaces. The LM 
per-link capacity allocation 
limits the rate at which TE 
queues are drained without a need for explicit flow control signaling. However, flow control 
between the radio’s internal TE queues and radio MAC layer, which is automatically provided 
by the OS kernel (e.g., Linux), is driven by the LM capacity allocation messages only for a link’s 
aggregate traffic. Because of this limited granularity, the prioritization defined in the queue 
structure is in general insufficient to align packet losses in different traffic classes with the LM 
per-queue capacity allocations. Our approach provides fine-grained queue control, where the 
single control knob (per-link capacity allocation) is replaced with enforceable per-queue capacity 
allocations. These are already computed by the LM capacity allocation algorithms as 

 
Figure 2: eDLEP effort focus for iNET 
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intermediate output and can be passed onto TAs via suitable eDLEP signaling extensions. The 
TE queues on individual TAs are modified to use the current Linux Hierarchical Token Bucket 
(HTB) queuing discipline augmented with rapid control via per-queue capacity allocation. The 
augmentation is needed because, although we could re-adjust HTB rates according to per-queue 
capacity allocation, this cannot be done in practice on a 100 msec time scale required by the 
iNET TDMA epoch (20-30 sec is feasible to avoid transient performance degradation incurred 
when an interface is reset with a new rate). Our augmentation is able to drain the exact amount of 
traffic from each queue as specified by the LM per-queue capacity allocation. 

III. EDLEP FLOW CONTROL ALGORITHM 
The two-stage eDLEP flow control algorithm is executed locally by the QM at each TA: 
Stage 1 – Allocation Adjustment (Figure 3): Due to the time lag in the system, the queue 

depths may have changed since they were reported to the LM. In this case, some queues may 
contain less data than the capacity that LM allocated to them. To enable bandwidth sharing as in 
a regular Linux kernel, the allocations are adjusted at the beginning of an epoch to redistribute 
the leftover capacity to the remaining queues that have more data than allocations. 

 
Figure 3: Pseudo-Code for Allocation Adjustment 

Stage 2 – Rate Control (Figure 4): The ability to precisely control the drain rate is limited by 
the IP packet size (i.e., we can only drain the number of bytes that is a summation of actual 
packet-sizes). To avoid persistent under/over-provisioning of queues, we implemented the 
algorithm to carry and apply the leftover from one epoch to another. 

 
Figure 4: Pseudo-Code for Rate Control 
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A. Architectural Impact 
To minimize the architectural impact of eDLEP deployment (Figure 5), we allow the TE 

Queues (e.g., implemented as Linux HTB qdiscs) to be drained according to their structure and 
implementation in the OS kernel. An eDLEP queue (implemented by modification the kernel 
sched_htb.c file) enforces the upper bound on the amount of data that can be drained from each 
queue. Such queue can be flexibly deployed as a loadable kernel module (LKM) in the OS 
kernel. A user can not only choose the generic vs. the eDLEP scheduler, but can also select a 
subset of queues that will be subject to fine-grained control. In a more elaborate queuing 
structure, the remaining queues can follow regular Linux behavior (FIFO, HTB, etc). Results 
show that fine-grained control queues within eDLEP kernel do not interfere with the remaining 
queues. That is, regular queues show the same regular Linux behavior regardless of the kernel. 

 
Figure 5: Flexible eDLEP Deployment 

B. Extensions to DLEP Protocol 
The signaling necessary for the Link Manager operations to support fine-grained queue 

control can be realized through suitable enhancements to DLEP protocol messages and iNET 
standard signaling. DLEP exchanges UDP messages between router / Queue Manager and 
modem (radio / LM Agent). Figure 6 shows the implementation of the relevant iNET 
components in the ACS Linux testbed, including the HTB-based TE queues, Queue Manager, the 
surrogate Link Manager with several capacity allocation algorithms [5], and the eDLEP protocol 
peers. 

 
Figure 6: End-to-End LM Signaling via Enhanced DLEP Protocol in a tightly integrated iNET node 
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− //Load	  eDLEP HTB	  from	  command	  line
− sudo insmod /lib/modules/edlep/sched_htb.ko
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Most DLEP signals are concerned with Per Neighbor information carried in Link 
Up/Down/Update and Link Characterization Request (LCR) messages. The DLEP specification 
supports only coarse-grained credit-based flow control, with one session per neighbor. We 
extended DLEP to provide fine-grained control of multiple sessions for different traffic 
classes/priorities, even when traffic is destined for the same neighbor. Finally, DLEP lacks 
signaling from the router to the radio that could facilitate LM’s slot allocation algorithm – as LM 
takes queue status and traffic loading from iNET nodes as input to allocate slots, this signaling 
needs to be included in the standard. 

In a tightly integrated iNET node, TE Queue Depth per queue is sent by router/QM to 
radio/LM as part of Link Manager Messaging (LMM). Hence, no extensions to the current iNET 
signaling are needed. Correspondingly in eDLEP, the message to carry traffic demand 
information was implemented as extension to the LCR message. The iNET LMM also defines 
messages that carry Transmission Opportunity (TxOp) for each link, which is the Tx time 
window corresponding to the link capacity allocation for each TDMA epoch. To extend the 
DLEP protocol with capacity allocation capability, we took advantage of the Current Data Rate 
(CDR) data field. The CDR can be used as an approximation of a link’s limiting rate. Namely, 
the “data rate” concept needed to be enhanced from what currently is a single numeric value in 
DLEP into a multi-dimension tuple consisting of, for example, a value per QoS class. In eDLEP, 
the equivalent signaling was implemented as an extension to CDR, where capacity allocations 
are supplied from radio/LM to router/QM for each queue to enable fine-grained queue control. 
The CDR values per traffic class are carried within the DLEP Neighbor Update message. The 
standard iNET signaling needs to be extended in a similar fashion by providing the capacity 
allocation per queue rather than per link. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION STUDY 
The goal of performance evaluation was to investigate and compare the bandwidth allocation 

behavior between the two schemes: 
• eDLEP fine-grained scheme with per-queue throughput allocation: We configure the HTB 

to nominally perform a simple round-robin scheduling (other scheduling configurations will 
work equally well), the LM assigns per-queue allocation, and the QM in the eDLEP Linux 
kernel enforces it to every queue. 

• Default Linux HTB scheme with coarse-grained per-link allocation: LM calculates per-
queue allocation, but only per-link assignment is sent to QM. Per-queue packet draining is 
done locally through a default HTB qdisc. The static HTB configuration is optimized to 
allocate capacity for each local queue according to its relative weight. 

A. Test Setup and Evaluation Metrics 
We defined a number of test cases, each configured with 3 downlinks and 3 queues per link. 

Test Cases 1 and 2 use CBR traffic across all queues; Test Case 3 uses ON/OFF traffic in Link 1 
Queue 1, with identical ON and OFF periods ranging from 1 sec to 10 sec. The key metric is 
throughput shortage, which measures the gap between a queue’s target and actual throughput 
values. It is calculated as follows. For a single priority queue qi, given offered traffic di and LM 
capacity allocation ci, the target drain rate (throughput) is ri=min(di,ci). Throughput shortage of 
the queue is calculated according to the following rules: If the actual measured throughput ai is 
less than ri (i.e., shortage exists), the normalized difference (actual vs. target) is 1-ai/ri. If actual 
measured throughput ai is greater than or equal to the target drain rate ri, shortage is considered 
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to be 0 for that queue. An example calculation is shown in Figure 7. In addition to throughput 
shortage, latency and jitter are also captured. 

 
Figure 7: Throughput Shortage Example for a Single Priority Queue 

B. Performance Results 
Consider Test Case 1 (Figure 8), which uses customized CBR test flows with periodic packet 

arrival and fixed-size packets of 1,024 bytes. The total on-demand capacity across all links and 
queues is 8 Mbps, whereas the total offered load is 12.06 Mbps. Links 2 and 3 are below their 
load quota (i.e., guaranteed bandwidth) and Link 1 (Queue 1) exceeds its load quota. The queue 
weight value accounts for both the traffic QoS class and the mission priority for the link. 

 
Figure 8: Configuration of Test Case 1 – High-loading flows shown in red 

Figure 9 shows that coarse-grained control experiences much more throughput shortage than 
fine-grained control when link capacity decreases, for example, 28% vs. 4% when shared link 
capacity is 1Mbps and 6% vs. 2% when shared link capacity is 8 Mbps. The effectiveness of 
fine-grained control also is robust to channel capacity. 

 
Figure 9: Test Case 1 – Throughput Shortage Statistics 
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Consider Test Case 2, which is variation of Test Case 1. Specifically, Queue 1 of Link 1 is 
modified to be on-off, with identical on and off duration ranging from 1 to 10 sec simulating 
transient traffic demands. The rest of the parameters and traffic flows are the same. Figure 10 
shows the statistics averaged over the four channel shared data capacities (1, 2, 4, and 8 Mbps) 
under consideration. Fine-grained control outperforms coarse-grained control for all on/off 
periods. For fine-grained control, when on-off duration is very short (1 and 2 sec) or very long (8 
and 10 sec plus CBR), performance is independent of on-off duration. However, performance 
degrades noticeably for medium (4 and 6 sec) on/off periods. Performance degradation within 
the 4–6 sec on/off periods is caused by two inter-related factors: (1) How often a queue drains 
completely due to the on/off nature of traffic loading; and (2) the variability of both the queue 
depth and the resulting target throughput. Consider the queue-empty percentage as the ratio of 
epochs during which a given queue is completely drained, i.e., when its depth reaches 0. 

The on/off behavior shown in Figure 11 falls into the following three regimes: 
• <4s: Queue-empty epoch condition percentage is 0, i.e., queue never drains completely. Low 

target throughput variability (Delta throughput per Epoch < 30kbps) results in constant target 
throughput and drain rate. 

• >6s: Queue-empty epoch 
condition percentage approaches 
50%, which is the duty cycle of 
traffic loading. In this case, 
queue-depth tracks offered load 
very well; hence, it becomes 
easier to control target drain 
rates more precisely by fine-
grained mechanisms. Target 
throughput variability starts 
decreasing. 

• ≥4s, ≤6s: Queue-empty 
percentage is between 0% and 
50%; as a result, target 
throughput tracks loading reasonably well. This leads to rapid increase in target throughput 
variability from epoch to epoch. Since it becomes more difficult to control target drain rates, 
the performance of fine-grained control degrades. In our setup, one queue experiences a 
significant increase in the throughput shortage out of all of the queues in the fine-grained 
control. This queue drives up the maximum value from 5% to 20% with a much smaller 
increase to the average as the maximum value of more queues is averaged in. 

 
Figure 11: ON/OFF behavior 
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Figure 10: Shortage Dependence on ON/OFF Duration 
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To assess the impact of uneven on/off periods, we independently varied the ON and OFF 
duration from 2 sec to 10 sec to produce several combinations of pair-wise values. Figure 12 
shows throughput shortage averaged across all links and queues and confirms that there is hardly 
any impact of uneven on/off periods. Figure 13 shows that the delay performance between fined-
grained and coarse-grained control is comparable in most cases when link capacity is high 
(8Mbps). The difference is mostly within 10%. When link capacities are low (1Mps), the delay 
grows to 17s for both approaches because the system is heavily overloaded, i.e., 12Mbps of 
traffic over 1Mbps of capacity (Figure 14). Comparable delay performance is observed in most 
cases. Although fine-grained control does not decrease delay in all links, the difference is mostly 
within 10%. As shown in Figure 15, the fine-grained control shows overall better jitter 
performance. In the cases where there is some jitter increase over the coarse-grained control, it is 
less than ~20ms. 

 
Figure 12: Negligible Impact of Uneven ON/OFF Periods 

 
Figure 13: Delay Performance Summary for 8 Mbps Channel 

 
Figure 14: Delay Performance Summary for 1 Mbps Channel 
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V. CONCLUSION 
We developed priority-aligned flow control between the queuing system and the radio for IP-

based telemetry systems. The scheme combines multiple features: Volume-based flow control 
leverages the capacity allocations provided by the iNET Link Manager per traffic priority/queue. 
It translates the allocations directly into the number of packets to be sent to the radio from the 
router for each QoS class and test mission. Fine-grained queue management allows flow control 
algorithms to dynamically adjust multiple parameters at the TE Queues as needed. Router–radio 
interface enhances the existing IETF standard DLEP to provide the signaling required for our 
scheme. We defined the queue throughput shortage as the key evaluation metric. Our approach 
performed significantly better in comparison with the coarse-grained queue control available in 
Linux kernel. When averaged across links/queues, the reduction was 2–6% and 4–28% for high 
(8Mbps) and low (1Mbps) channel capacities, respectively. When averaged across multiple 
channel capacities, the maximum per-queue shortage was reduced from 47% to 4.5%. 

 

 
Figure 15: Jitter Performance Summary for 1 and 8 Mbps Channels 

The eDLEP approach unifies flow control across all neighbors and traffic classes in iNET and 
other telemetry links to better regulate bandwidth usage without creating oscillations or requiring 
over provisioning. The eDLEP also avoids un-intentional priority inversion by ensuring 
consistency between a queue’s drain rate and the TDMA slot allocations for this queue. 
Associated standardization effort within the IETF will allow the T&E ranges to benefit from 
commercial adoption of this technology by vendors such as Cisco, Juniper, Motorola, Fortress, 
L-3, BAE, GD, and others. This capability will enable the ranges to use the best-of-breed 
COTS/GOTS radio and router equipment with the standards already incorporated in them. In 
particular, the eDLEP adoption by iNET vendors would enhance the interoperability between 
implementations of the iNET components such as Radio Access Network and Link Manager. 
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